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EEEEUROZONEUROZONEUROZONEUROZONE::::    MORE CASH READY TO BMORE CASH READY TO BMORE CASH READY TO BMORE CASH READY TO BE SE SE SE SPENTPENTPENTPENT        

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone MMMM1111, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, , , , AprilAprilAprilApril    

    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        10.510.510.510.5%%%%    

Previous: 10.0% 

 

Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone Private Sector LoansPrivate Sector LoansPrivate Sector LoansPrivate Sector Loans, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, yoy, sa, , , , AprilAprilAprilApril    

    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        0.00.00.00.0%%%%    

Previous: 0.1% 

Consensus: 0.2% 

Berenberg: 0.3% 

 

Monetary data points to a further firming of the Eurozone recoveryMonetary data points to a further firming of the Eurozone recoveryMonetary data points to a further firming of the Eurozone recoveryMonetary data points to a further firming of the Eurozone recovery over the coming quarters. M3 growth 

accelerated to 5.3% yoy in April, significantly exceeding the ECB’s reference value of 4.5% for the first time since 

April 2009. Within the broad money supply M3, it is households’ and companies’ overnight deposits and cash 

holdings (together M1), which are rising fastest, reaching a rate of expansion of 10.5% yoy in April. Adjusted for 

inflation, which is currently zero, “real M1” is our favourite leading indicator for Eurozone GDP growth 9 months 

down the line. As our chart shows, the relationship is by no means stable, but the indicator points to a strong 

recovery pace later this year and early next year, with growth potentially exceeding the trend significantly. 

 

ECB QE is already haviECB QE is already haviECB QE is already haviECB QE is already having some effectsng some effectsng some effectsng some effects. Households and companies are accumulating cash ready to spend as 

longer-term interest rates have declined and reduce the incentive to lock liquidity in longer-term deposits. But QE 

and the other ECB easing measures have not led to a significant acceleration in credit growth yet. Loans to the 

private sector rose by €9bn in April, but the annualised growth rate was merely 1.0%. Year-on-year growth even 

fell back to 0.0% yoy again, against our and consensus expectations of a further increase. Adjusted for sales and 

securitisation, loans rose by €19bn in April, the 6
th

 successive rise after 2 years of nearly uninterrupted declines 

before that. But monthly additions have been stable around the €20bn level, a fifth of what was common just 

before the financial crisis. The necessary private sector deleveraging continues in many crisis-hit countries, but 

does not seem to impede output growth very much as M1 shows. Companies and households still seem to draw 

on their reserves and cash flow to spend and invest and may continue to do so for a while before credit growth 

kicks in more strongly. 

 

For the ECB the monetary data gives no signal to shift policy either wayFor the ECB the monetary data gives no signal to shift policy either wayFor the ECB the monetary data gives no signal to shift policy either wayFor the ECB the monetary data gives no signal to shift policy either way. There is no sign of a credit-fuelled 

bubble which would require a tapering of the stimulus efforts, but there is also no sign that the stimulus is insuf-

ficient and would need to be increased. We expect the ECB to communicate accordingly at next week’s press con-

ference. 
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Chart: Chart: Chart: Chart: Real M1 growth points to further recovery accelerationReal M1 growth points to further recovery accelerationReal M1 growth points to further recovery accelerationReal M1 growth points to further recovery acceleration    

 
Yoy changes in %, real M1 advanced by 3 quarters. Source: ECB, Eurostat, Berenberg 

 

ECECECECB monetary dataB monetary dataB monetary dataB monetary data    

 

yoy change % APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

M3 5.3 4.6 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.1 

M1 10.5 10.0 9.1 8.9 7.9 6.9 

Private sec. loans 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.5 -0.9 

    
Source: ECB 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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